Ashton (left) and Grace love watching movies together.
"There is no better thing than having a best friend that knows what you’re
going through. They connect so deeply through showing each other their
"tubies" and talking about their treatments. Having a friend to relate to is
more powerful than what an adult can provide. When you have that same
perspective, through the same eyes: a five-year-old, talking to a five-year
-old. It’s magic. And you would never get that anywhere else besides here.”
-Sherry Johnson, Ashton’s Mom
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The gifts of
JOY & COURAGE
In a sea of uncertainty, stress and health
complications, Ashton and Sherry find
support, courage and joy at RMHC.

G

reg and I have been blessed to have
three beautiful daughters - Ashton
(age 5), Amelia (age 2), and Avery (age
1). They all have such big personalities;
seeing them together, it may be
surprising to learn Ashton was born with many
puzzling conditions.
As a desperate mom, I had to search for
physicians that could help put together
seemingly unrelated medical conditions. Ashton
is now part of the medically complex care
program with an extensive list of health issues
(dysautonomia, gastroparesis, chronic fatigue,
and many, many more). She is dependent on G/J
feeds which means she is fed through a tube
that bypasses her stomach. Unfortunately, the
list of health complications seems to be growing
as Ashton grows.
After finally finding the doctors we need in
Wisconsin, we also found ourselves in a very
tough spot financially and emotionally. Ashton
needs frequent care and hospitalization which
means we are regularly away from our home
in Michigan for weeks at a time. It is scary to
be completely unable to control what is going
on with your child’s health while trying to stay
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A Community of Courage
Grace (age 5) can be found in the Great Room
at RMHC, with best friend Ashton, playing
kitties, dancing, or preparing for futures as
superstar singers. It’s a beautiful sight: kids
with complicated needs laughing and loving
without complication. And it’s in stark contrast
to a memory of Sara and Craig being told their
baby only had a 50% chance of survival.
Diagnosed at 17 weeks gestation with a rare
tumor, the couple was living in Northern
Wisconsin. Even the larger hospitals nearby
were not equipped to handle the baby’s care,
so they were referred to Children’s Hospital of
Wisconsin. It was one of few hospitals in the
country that had a birth center connected
to a pediatric surgery department that could
perform surgery on a newborn.

days old, and luckily, there has been no sign of
tumor recurrence. The chances of recurrence
go down considerably at age 5 - so this year
was an extra special birthday!
Over these past five years, it’s not just Grace
that has grown despite the odds. The courage
and community provided to families by RMHC
keeps growing right alongside her!

After weeks of monitoring and one scare, Grace
was born at 34 weeks old. Her tumor resection
surgery took place when she was just four

Beads of Courage at RMHC
Thanks to our friends at Northwestern Mutual,
RMHC Eastern WI is excited to partner with Beads
of Courage, Inc. as the first Ronald McDonald House
to help families transform each act of courage into
something tangible – a bead.
The Beads of Courage Program is a resilience-based
intervention designed to support and strengthen
children and families coping with serious illness.
Through the program, members tell their story using
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colorful beads
as meaningful
symbols of
courage that they
receive to honor
and acknowledge
each step of their
treatment journey.
RMHC looks forward to sharing the specially designed
Ronald McDonald House bead with those who rely on
the House to keep their families together!

Ronald McDonald House Charities®
of Eastern Wisconsin, Inc.
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Give the gifts of strength, joy & courage.
♥ Go online - www.RMHC-EasternWI.org
♥ Call Bridget Kesner, Development Director
- she’d love to talk to you! (414) 935-6511
♥ Clip it - send the form below to:
RMHC Eastern Wisconsin
Attn: Jennifer Krueger
8948 Watertown Plank Road
Milwaukee, WI 53226
Enclosed is my gift $500 $250 $100 Other: _____
Make my gift a recurring monthly gift 
Name:
Address:
Telephone:			
Email:
By giving your email address you will receive occasional e-newsletters. We do not sell or share information.

Credit Card: Visa AmEx MC Discover Security Code:
CC Number:
Name on Card:				
Signature:
Please make checks payable to RMHC Eastern Wisconsin.
Contributions are tax-deductible to the fullest extent of the law.

Exp. Date:

Dennis Buchan
Marshall Chay
Christopher Daniels
Anne Horter
Andrea Jonas
Steve Kilian
Paul LeTourneau
Maureen Manning
Mark Natzke
Jennifer Olk
Dave Sandstrom
Daniel Schwabe
Mark Ship
Patrick Sinks
Jeffrey Steren
Anna Zeck-DeWeerdt
Gary Zimmerman

It costs $90 per night for a family to stay
at RMHC, yet we suggest our families
make a donation of just $20 a night.
No family is ever turned away for their
inability to pay. Your ongoing support
is a major reason why.
Thank you for your generosity!

Our Mission:
To keep families together and promote
the health and well-being of children
Special thanks to our
generous photographers:
Sarah Stathas
Alan Herzberg

